Tips and Tricks #3
Working with your Servo Tray
Let’s say you are preparing to remove the servo tray
or remove a servo. Some things to think about before
you plan your attack. You are working with a rather
delicate area. The white plastic rectangular deck
opening that the servo tray is attached to can be
damaged very easily with too much downward
pressure while manipulating your screwdriver. It can
easily crack and separate itself from the deck. This
would be a very unpleasant surprise and cause
permanent damage/weakness to your hull (a $65 mistake plus shipping). Downward pressure
to back the screws out for the servo tray itself, and downward pressure used to remove screws
from your servos must be counteracted with opposite resistant pressure to support this delicate
deck opening.
While removing the screws attaching the servo tray to your deck put your finger under the deck
area with up support as you apply down pressure. It’s pretty simple and very necessary
especially getting the screws started. That initial twist is going to have to break the firm seal
that has the screw set in place, and in order to do that will require some downward force to
keep the screwdriver from slipping.
Removing your servo screws is just as delicate as well, especially removing the drum from your
sail servo. This screw is always a very firm twist in both the 65 and 95’s, and tricky to keep from
pushing down too hard. Best to grab hold of the drum with your free hand with your fingers
underneath to counteract the down pressure. Same for reinstalling. Be careful with all of the
screws holding your servos in place, and anytime working with your rudder servo arms as well.
Don’t push down too hard without a counter measure.
Also, you must use proper tools. Trying to use a screwdriver that does not properly fit the
subject screw is asking for trouble. The proper tools can be a acquired for less than $10, beats
the hell out of $65 plus shipping.
One last tip. While reinstalling your screws be careful not to twist too tight. Many of these
screws are going into plastic. Overtightening can easily strip the screw hole, making that screw
quite worthless.

